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Bank off-balance sheet activities (OBSA) innovation is a dynamic evolution process, 
which has its own immanent mechanism. This paper choose neo-institutional economics 
as tool for analysis, focused discussion on the institutional constraints for OBSA 
innovation, and aimed to present a deep insight into the institutional factors which 
cumber bank OBSA innovation in China and the envolving path of the same. 
Firstly, this paper made a brief review on finnacial innovation theories in China and 
abroad, and evaluated the innovation of bank OBSA in China using quantitative methods. 
Based on the conclusion reached regarding OBSA innovation in China, this paper 
analysed the typical institutional constraints for OBSA innovation using the institutional 
change theory, pointed out the “Path Dependent Character” of OBSA innovation and 
explained the phenomenon from state-owned bank property right durance, asset 
specificity, interest groups resist, financial restraint rents and bureaucratic organizations, 
etc. After that, this paper analysed the self-organizing evolution and diffusion mechanism 
of OBSA innovation respectively using related theories. Finally, as a case study, this 
paper examined the contractual structure of bank loan sales and securitization, and gave 
an explanation to the dissimilation of loan sales in China from instutional aspect. 
Major contributions of this paper are as follows: Firstly, by introducing 
neo-institutional economics theories into the analysis of OBSA innovation, this paper 
made a breakthrough in research methods, and broadened our view for research in the 
field. Secondly, this paper studied the evolution and diffusion mechanism of OBSA 
innovation creatively from the aspects of self-organizing and diffusion theories, which 
enbaled us to make a deeper insight into innovation of OBSA and furthered our 
understanding of the same. Meanwhile, this paper drawed a basic conclusion that 
efficiency of a financial innovation depends largely on adaptiveness of the innovation to 
the specific institutional constraints. 
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导  论 
一、选题背景和选题意义 
（一）国际银行业表外业务创新飞速发展 









































年 10 月末，共有 19 个国家和地区的 64 家外资银行在我国设立了 204 家营业性机
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